
1ovtng Net

thenever pictures of nests located. in impossible or

inconvenient situations were required.1 it Was sometimes

practical to move them to bettor places for photography.

Few nests were moved in thIs study, but It is a method

available to fish and game personnel which is worth mentiox

1mg. The groat extent that a nest can eomettres be moved

without desertion by the parents Is illustrated by Ailen1s

(2, pp.21-22) work with a Cooper's hawk. The hawk's nest

Was located about 65 feet above the ground. When the nest-

lings were about five days old, a dummy nest was built in

a bushel basket and suspended beneath the real nest. The

young were later transferred to the basket nest, which was

lowered about 10 feet a day until 10 feet above the ground.

A lees conspicuous potato crate was then substituted for

the bushel basket. Another dummy nest was constructed on

a stump at the base of the nesting tree. Far photography,

the nestllngs were transferred from the suspended nest to

the nest on the stump. ThIs enabled Allen to work from a

blind on the ground. In addition to the nest change, a

piece of blue cardboard was erected behind the nest for a

background. An excellent series of 1otures was obtained.

Following Allen's technique, a family of great-horned

owls were moved to a lower nest. Although ti1l unable to

fly, the nestlings were about full-grown and were good
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climbers. On a ucceeding visit, they were found in near-

by treetops,

On two other occasions, nests were moved and. success-

ful pictures were obtained. The house of an eastern blue-

bird (Fig. 7) was lowered to a height of four feet to

facilitate use. of a tripod.. The nest of a cardinal (Fig.

18) was successfully moved from the interior of a honeysuc-

kle thicket to the edge 80 that flowers could be included

in the picture and f1ah could be used to better advantage.

Tyi4cal Remote Procedure Songbirds

Many species of songbirds were quickly and. easily

photographed. at their nests by simple remote control pho-

tography (Fig. 19). Typical procedure should be briefly

outlined. since it has been used in this study with re-

markable success. Unless experience and conditions

warranted other methods, remote control photography Wa

always given a fair trial before variations were made.

Seldom failing with the less wild species, it often suf-

ficed. for individuals of the so-called. shy species.

After a nest ws.s located, if time permitted, two or

three brief visits were made to it to accustom the adulta

to intrusions and to plan light and camera positions. If

a large amount of clearing Was necessary, bits of vegeta-

tion deemed unnecessary for the protection of the nest
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were gradually tied back or prined. If a camera mount had.

to be constructed, it was sometimes put into place the day

preoeedlng photography. Some of these preliminary activi

ties might have been superfluous; for when traveling away

from home, it was often necessary to clear the nest, erect

the camera, and take pictures during a single morning or

afternoon, The bold, quick apuroach wee required to take

advantage of a situation, and. it usually resulted in one

or more good pictures. But, when a slower approach could

be used, more pictures were usually taken in a shorter

length of time. The actions of loggerhead shrikes demon

streted that birds could learn to recognize an individual.

The nest was located in a large vacant lot in Raleigh,

North Carolina. After several preliminary trips to the

nest, the photographer was recognized by the adult shrikes

whenever he aproaohed. They would fly out, sometimes a

hundred feet or more, to greet him with soolds and cries

of alarm, yet the birds paid no attention to other persons

who happened to in.lk by.

When the time arrived for taking pictures, the camera

and. lights were mounted in whatever manner that was appro-.

priate and final changes were rnad.e in the surrounding

vegetation. Then, according to the wildness of the sub

jeot, from 25 to 100 feet of remote cable w5 extened to
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Fig. 19. A catbird family. Simple remote photography
was often successful without advance preparations.
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a 3pot which permitted. easy observation at the nest. The

camera wee usually not fired on the parents' first return

visit so that they would have a brief opportunity to look

over the nrray of strange equipment. Piotures were made

on succeeding visits 'henever good poses or interesting ac-

tivity mode them worthwhIle. atnoculars. :irove of extreme

value in deterraining the exact instant to ush the button.

It the subjects flew at the noise of the camera, the equip-

ment Was immediately reset; if not, resetting Was delayed

until the birds had. left of their own accord.

The acceptance of the camera varied considerably among

the different species photographed. With confiding birds,

like the tufted titmouse, eastern bluebird, and Carolina

chickadee, the adults often perched nearby only waIting for

the photographer to leave the camere.. and occasionally would

lio in to toed the nt1thgi with hIm standing two or three

feet away. Pictures could be made one after the other with

little waiting. With shyer bIrds, uoh as the cardinal,

catbird, and blue jay, it would usually be afl hour or more

before the adults would return for the first tIme, and ex-

posures would average about an hour apart for each. It a

species would not return to the nest withIr two to four

hours and showed no Inclination to do o, the equipment was

reroved end other meure resorted to, These measures are

descrlbed below.



Use 9i Dumrn mera9

With extremely wild. species of birds, dunnny cameras

were found useful in overcoming some of their shyness.

In working at a mourning doVe's nest which contained.

Young birds, not a single picture was obtained during two

afternoons' use of the simple remote methods as described

previously. Although remaining in the vicinity, neither

adult would return to the nest with the camera in posi-

tion three feet away. A dummy camera made of a cigar box

and. tin pie plate was fastened on th camera mount at the

end of the second day's work. hen photography Was re-

sumed two days later, one of the adult doves was brooding

the nestuings. The bird flushed when the tree Wa.s climbed

to substitute the real camera for the dummy. After the

equipment was in order, the remote unit WaS placed behind

a bush about 75 feet away. An adult returned to the nest

to resume brooding within 30 minutes. After it Was

Eettled quietly for awhile, the first exposure was made,

and, surprisingly, the bird did. not fly. It little more

than blinked an eye when the flash and shutter went off.

It stuck to the nest when the tree Was climbed again to

change film, and. even permitted, the taking of several more

exposures with the photographer standing beside the camera.

When the bird finally flushed, the camera Was reset for
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remote operation, and a large series of pictures were taken

during the day. One piotux'e was obtained of both adults at

the nest at the same time (Fig. 20). Later, one adult

allowed the edge of the nest to be touched without flying.

In the early portion of this study, it was believed

that the shape, size, or color of the dummy camera Was of

little importance and. all that Was necessary Was to in-.

troduee a strange object into the vicinity of the nest. As

a result, anytitng that could be found readily was utIliz-.

ed. The dummy camera often took the form at an old shoe,

rusty pot, or mIlk bottle. These were sometimes used at

the nests of moderately wild songblrds In an effort to

speed Up operations, but they did not work well with really

wild species. The photographer remained well hidden for

eight hours one day below the nest of a red-shouldered

hawk WIthout success. Klf-own young were In the liest,

and the adults had been condItioned, for three days With an

oil can. The quick change to the camera seemed to be more

than they would tolerate. After the camera was taken down,

hociever, and whIle the remote cord was being rolled up

below, one of the adu.ts flew to the nest with food. An-

other oil can left far two days on a tripod before the nest

of a ruffed grouse railed to produce the desired results.

The stage of Incubation was unknown, but the hen WaS incu-

bating ten days previously when she was discovered by a



co-worker. After the Speed Graphic was substituted for

the can, the hen would not return to the nest.

After several failures were encountered with shy

species, more emphasis was placed upon the design of dummy

cameras. As recorded on pages. 16-17, a first attempt at

photographing a hen wood, duck at the nest by simple remote

control failed. A realistic dummy camera, although con-

siderably smaller than the Speed. Graphic was employed at

another nest. It was painted black and was complete with

a flashgun (Fig. 21). At fivo days before the eggs were

supposed to hatch, a camera mount Was nailed to a tree

five feet from the nesting box. The next day, the tripod

head and dummy camera were put in poaltion and a brush

blind. Was built among the branches of a fallen tree about

100 feet away. On the third day, photography Was begun.

then the camera (Fig. 22) was being substituted for the

dummy, the hen flushed from the nest. As quickly as pos-

sible, the photographer sneaked back to the remote button

In the blind. One and one-half hours later, the first ex-

po sure was made with the hen perched like a woodpecker at

the box entrance (FIg. 23), The .duk did. not fly directly

to the box, but landed first on the water nearby and ap-

peared to be giving the camera close scrutiny. Then, she

flew toward. the nest, only to veer away without landing.

She made a second sortie toward the nest end, on the third

try, landed for the picture. About an hour after the first



Fig. 20. Afraid of the camera at first, these mourning
doves returned after conditioning with a dummy camera.
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expoiure, the hn returned to the ioinity of the nest,

but it ws only after eight triec that she landed for the

second ptoture. Not wanting to frighten the bird too much,

the equipment w.s then tekn down.

The same hesitancy wa. shown on the following two days

when the camera w out into o1ce for short interval of

phot)gr)phy. After all the des.red. piotures were obtined,

the dumriiy camera plsced by the nest once riore md the

nest oberyed from the blind. 1ithin five rninutes the

wood duck returned. he sw:rn about flOr the nest for

about IC tnutes and then flew Up to the entrance hole to

disappear Inside without hesitation.

The wood c1uck pparently, could recognize the dif

ference between the carner p.M the dummy. This ecperience

prompted the construction of a rep1ica of tie !3peed Graphic

(Fig. 2L) for future use, but no opportunities hav been

had. to gIve it a thorough teat. Perhaps, this experiment

will td in solving the dummy camera problem with wild

spoois.

Allen (1, pp.381-383) suggests the use of s packing

box as a dummy camera. After the birds have become accus

tomed. to it, the camera is placed inside with the lens

focused through a hole. This seems to have great pOs9i

buttes tot' small cameras when nstural light is depended

upon for pictures; but, when one or more flashbulbs are



Fig. 21. A durnniy camera in position before
the nesting box of wood

Fig. 22. The Speed Graphic Was substituted
for the dummy when photography was attempted.
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Fig. 23. Although several pictures were made, the hen
Wood. duck was hesitant to return with the camera in place.
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Fig. 214.

painted

-
Dummy camera constructod. and

to resemble the Speed Graphic,

F.g. 25. This mockingbird Usually landod. On
a fence post before returning to its nest.

61
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used in combination with the large $peed Graphic, oonetruo

tion arid, mounting problems are likely to be encountered.

When a dummy camera is placed near a nest, predators

might be attracted to it. During this study, the young

disappeared from the nest of a blue jay, mourning dove,

cardinal, and blue grosbeak. What part the dummy camera

played in attracting predators, however, can only be sur-

mised. However, it seems desirable not to introduce the

dummy apparatus many days before photography is contem-

plated.

Use of Blinds in Remote Control ?hotography

Blinds were sometimes used. to advantage in remote

work. The wildness of the wood. duck described on pages

$$-59 necessiteted the use of a blind. Since the nesting

site was in two feet or water, it was impractical in the

time available to build a blind large and sturdy enough to

accommodate 'both the photographer and the camera. In-

stead, a quickly constructed brush blind. for remote work

was built in the branches of a fallen tree some distance

away.

In open fields where there was no hiding place, a

blind was resorted to when the subject would riot tolerate

both the camera and. the photographer sitting in plain

view. Work with a killd.eer in a bare, plowed field fur-

nishes an example. The speed Graphic placed. upon a
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tripod three feet from a nest containing eggs, and the re-

mote control unit was placed ioo feet away. No preliminary

work had been done, and the sudden intrusion on the nest

Was too much for the bird. The kilideer would fly about

overhead and run in circles around the nest, but it Would

not move into the field of focus, After about an hour,

the photographer retired to the edge of the field to watch,

The adult quickly returned to the nest to resume incuba-'

tion. The bird showed little concern for the camera and

flashgun, but when an attempt was made to sneak out to the

remote box, the bird always ran oft before the box could

be reached, At least a dozen attempts were made in vain.

Then, a farmer, curious about the activity in his field,

came UTi with a team of horses. The farmer said that he

had plove by the incubating bird on several occasions

without a arming it and suggested the use of the horses to

reach the remote box. The kilideer was not alarmed by the

approach f the team, and a picture was easily made, Al-

though in erecting as an available method, continued use

of the ho see was impractical, nd a burlap blind was

erected t the position of the remote box. The following

mornIng, a number of photographs were quickly made.

BlIn s placed come distance from the photographic site

seemed t have little effect on many birds. No need exis-

ted for confederate to go to a blind with the photogra-

pher and then leave to dispel the suspicions of the



aubeots. The blind could. be left at will to reset the

camera and change film. Often th blind could be et up

and used immediately without the period of gradual adjust

ment that is usually required when a blind is put close

enough for direct photography. These are important con

siderations in favor of remote control work when time is

limited.

Remote Jiotoaphy bince

Occasionally a situation w5 encountered when a nest

could not be observed, from a di.stsnee and the construction

of a blind. was not convenient. Then, the camera was mount-

ed for remote control, and the photographer returned at

intervals to push the button. Results were uncertain and

were not known until the film was prooesred. This method

primarily suited to the photography of incubating

birds since the birds would normally be expected to be on

the nest a large part of the time.

Figs. 26-29, illustrate the success obtained while

photographing the clapper rail. The nest was located in

dense salt-marsh grass, Spartina patens on a coastal

island near Beaufort, North Carolina. The nest could.

not be seen from a distance; a blind Was not available

and only a half day remained for photography. The Speed

Graphic with flash was erected on a tripod three feet

from the nest and the remote cord extended its full



Fig. 26. Clapper rail photographed on its
nest at 8:00 am. by chance remote control.

Fig. 27. At 9:00 a.uI., the rail was photO
graphed again in a different position.



Fig. 28. Only the eggs were pictured when
the remote button Was pushed at 10:00 a.m.

Fig. 29. The clapper rail Was photographed
arranging nesting cover at 1100 a.m.



length to a spot behind a low sand dune.

then left the vicinity of the nest to

picture opportunities, returning to f:

hour intervals, The clapper rail Was

nest when the camera was adjusted for

the four exposures made, however, the

three times at the nest.

The photographer

explore for other

re the camera at one

never seen at the

the next picture. Of

adult was caught

Good pictures were algo made at a wbippoor-.will's

nest while using the same technique.

t! z P&reha Near 1i!s

As adult birds go to and from their nests, they often

resort to the use of convenient perches. Often, 5ditiofl

al pictures of npeoiei could be quickly made by focusing

the camera on these perches arid operating it by remote

control (Fig. 25). It a suitable perch Was not found

nearby, those introduced were usually accepted (Fig. 8).

This procedure was particularly valuable with birds which

nested in hollows or bird houses since ty frequently flew

directly into the entrance.

Baby nRbir

Another method for obtaining a variety of pictures at

the nest should be mentioned. When young aorigbirds were

about ready to leave the nest, one or more were often



plcd. on a er&i in front t the camera. When the parents

cane to teed them, exposure3 ere ina by renicte control.

Th1 techntqu oan tax the p-.tence of the photograher,

hmrever, for the fIedg1ng rjond rediiy to the calls of

the adu1t who try to lure thc away. it waa UUaii after

th young btrd had been caught and returned to the ercb

mny trie th..t e ourer er made. But, the pIctures

ohtcined. rated hith in ub Ic Lp2eai and rre valuable in

attractIng attention in rtidLtfe educationl work (Fig. 3O.



Fig. 30. A Carolina wren feeds one of its fledg-
lings which were lined up on a perch near the nest.



REiOt 1'}1OTOG.PAH! AT 1;.L )}

The generrl considerations outlined previously for

remote control photography and many of the procedures used

t bird nests are adaptable for photographing mammals at

home. Remote methods are more or less limited, however,

to diurnal species which have a definite burrow or nest.

The difficulties of observation for night work need no ex-

pianatlon, ut remote photography of nocturnal species

during the day is probably fessible when young are in the

den or when it is known that the adult is inside when the

camera is pls.oed in position, In the latter Case,

quesking noises made by the photographer may lure a

curious mammal outside.

As a rule, mammals are more secretive than birds and

more dlfftcult to hotograpn. ore caution is needed in

introducing the camera. The selection of a hiding place

for the photographer should be made with careful considera-

tion given to both conceelment and wind direction sO that

mcvenents and scent will not frighten the quarry. Waite

sre generlly longer for the first picture and between

succeeding ones for mammals than for birds.

Very little work was done at mammal dens during this

study. Pictures were obtained by remote control of the

following speoiee woodchuck, yellow-bellied marmot,

cotton rat, Fisher ground squirrel, and Belding ground



Fig. 31. A Beld.ing ground squirrel standa
in the entrance of its burrow for a picture.

Fig. 32. The Speed Grraphio in pOSitiOfl

before the burrow of a woodchuck.
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Fig. 33. The camera wae in position tor three hours
before the woodchuck appeared at the burrow entrance.



squirrel (?tg. 71). An atteapt for pictures at the den of

a gray fox failed. The den was located. in an old stump

and contained three young wtth, ac yet, unopened eyes.

The vixen was away when photography was atternpted and did.

not return while the camera remained. in poitton. During

the night, she slipped, to the den and. removed. the young to

another location.

Proedu L9

Active dens were spotted by observtng the mammals

using them or b noting the presence of fresh digging and

other eign. If time was available, a dUmmy camer. Was

mounted near the entrance for one or two days before pho-

tography was attempted. The real ocmers. Wae later substi-

tuted and the remote cord extended to a good hiding place

where the den could. be watched..

A typical setup in shown in P'tg. 32. The c?iera,

with flash bnlarioed to lighten the shadows, Was placed.

five fed; from the den entrance of a -roodahck. The mammal

ws feeding outside ,hen the den ws. S approached to mount

the camera, but ran to the safety of its burrow. WIth the

camera set, the photographer hid qtitetly behi.nd a hedgerow

75 feet aWay. pproximntely three hous passed before the

mammal reappeared so that a pie ture could. be taken (Fig.

X3).
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REMOTE CONTROL PHOTOGRAPHY AT FEEDING STATIONS

'eeding øtatioaa offer an excellent opportunity for

photographing many species of songbirds, small mammals,

and game birds. If food i supplied regularly, it is sur-

prising how quickly a population of animals builds up and

how readily they adjust themselves to the camera. Since

the animals are lured to a predetermined spot, remote con-

trol is perhaps the ideal photographic method for quality

results. The procedures of remote control photography

have been dtouesed previously and need not be repeated.

However, it should be added that at feeding stations, the

photographer can lure subjects to places to suit his own

convenience rather than by pursuing them, and sites should

be picked accordingly. Many employees of fish and game

agencies are stationed on refuges or at other field lo-

cations. The establishment of feeding spots furnishes

them with an easy way to make a valuable collection of

wildlife pictures in their spare time. An hours work now

and then pays big dividends.

Winter is the best time to ooerate a feeding station,.

particularly during spells of severe weather. Then, food.

is at a premium and serves as a greeter attraction. Water

oan be substituted for food in periods of drought. The

effectiveness of a water hole in luring birds and. mammals

before the camera is told, by Burns (14., pp.19-21).



Everything from boboat to roadrunners have been lured to

a small pool in the desert near Tucson, Arizona.

Batting Methods

In tht study, baits were selected to suit the diet

of the animals whose pictures were desired. Generally

speaking, sunflower seeds, millet and commercially prepared

seed mixtures were used, to attract seed-eating songbird.s,

and suet and peanut butter were added to attract iflseo

tivorous species. Cracked chIcken feed Was used for

gallinaceous birds, and peanutv and sunflower seeds for

gray squirrels and other small rodents. Table scraps and

slices of bread were not used since they proved distract-

ing and unnatural in the photographs.

With experience, it soon became evident that the food

could not be tossed out at random it good pictures were to

result. The depth of field of the lens, extremely shallow

in close-ups, had to be taken into consideration. Bait was

accordingly placed tn a narrow strip one to two inches wide

on the ground and parallel to the flint plane or confined to

a single small spot. In this way, a bird or mammal at the

feeding strip would be in sharp focus. The same principle

Was used, in the construction of shelf feeders and in the

selection of rocks and snags (Fig. 324.) for holding the

bait.
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in many casee, efforts rere made to hide the bait from

the camera to give the photo,raphs. a more natural appear-

ance. A cache of peanuts, for example, was hidden behind

the roota of a tree in photographing the gray squirrel

shown n FIg. 36. Suet plaoad in small holes drilled

in snags or tree trunks so that it was invisible to the

camera, cr seeds were placed in knot holes and other

natural depresions, If the bait blended. well with the

natural surroundings, no attempt was made to hide it.

Finely crumbled cheese crackers, for example, ,stched the

color or boulders in Sequoia National Park so closely that

the crumbs were left exposed while photographing western

chipmunks snd golden-mnt1ed ground squirrels (Fig. 35).

The ways of hiding baits re numerous.

Taking repeated. photographs at exactly the same spot

was found to be impractical. The birds and. marmals 'gould.

keep coming, of course, but backgrounds of the pictures

were all alike, limiting their use. In general, a select-

ed area 10 to 20 feet square ws baited. heavily and.

conspicuously until tt Was discovered by the desired ani-

mals and used. reguisrly. Then, bsittng was narrowed down

to the inconspicuous spots within the area suitable to

photography. when j;ictures were being made, bait Was

placed only at the spot in front of the camera. then

photographic e&tutions within the general baited area

were exhausted, new props in the form of rocks, thunks of



moss, or snags were introduced if more pictures were de-

sired. This method gave interesting variety to the photo

graphs even when the same species were being photographed

over and over again.

Window Feeding Shelf

The photographer found it convenient to photograph

many peoies of small birds at a feeding station mounted

on a living room window. Here ras offered & parade of bird

life near at hand that changed with the seasons of the year

as the various migrants arrived and departed. The visitors

became accustomed to human activity in and around the house

and made comparatively easy photographic subjects. An

outline of the successful techniques that were used

follows:

CON13TRUCTION. With the shallow focus of the lens

taken into consideration, the shelf was made with a piece

of 2 x 4-inch lumber 30 inches long. The board ws mounted

parallel to the window sill &nd 15 inches away on wooden

arms with the two-inch edge turned upward (Fig. 37).

Strips of thin wood were nailed around the top to form a

depression for holding the bait (Fig. 313). The four-inch

depth of the shelf was desirable since various size holes

were bored into the top surface for holding perches for

the birds.



Fig. 3k. Evening grosbeake. Depth of field
of the lens was considered in selecting snags.

Fig. 35. Golden-mantled ground squirrel and
western chipmunk (left) lured to baited rock.



Fig. 36. Gray squirrel. A cache of peanuts was
placed behind the roots of the tree to hide it from the lens.



VARIETY OF PRCHE8. P1 cture taken on the shelf

itself Were monotonous and. unattractive (Fig. 38). Ta

give variety to the pictures, the writer collected all

sorts of perohe that could be fitted firmly into one of

the holes in the top of the shelf and which did not present

a depth of field problem. The camera ws then focused on

a perch and the exposure made whenever a bird landed on it.

After one or two successful photographs were made on a

certain perch, it w disc.rded end. a new one brought into

use. A variety of seemingly different pictures Were made

in this way.

CANERA POSITION. The Speed Graphic was mounted on a

tripod with the lens 2 to 3 feet from the perch, accord

ing to the size of the subject and the depth of field

obtained with prevailing lighting conditions. The camera

was operated by simple remote control from an inconspic

uous seat away from the window. To avoid reflections and

loss of definition, the window Was always raised during

pho togrephy.

LIOHTING. Since photographs were made from inside

the living room, natural light was not satisfactory unless

silhouettes or semisilhouettes were desired. The use of

flashbulbs or speedlights solved the problem. If th

light was placed on the camera, however, correct exposure

for the feeding station Ws o much less than for the

background that the latter would be greatly underexposed



and print hiaøk in the :;ioture. The resulting nightlike

effect (trig. 37) was not natural for diurnal birds and,

thug, not desirable. To obtain balanced lighting, an

exroaure meter reading wa taken of the background and

then the flash reflector Wag moved back into the room to

a distance that gave a. corresponding f. stop. this way,

both the feeding station and background were properly ex

posed (Fig. 39). Since the brightness of the background

determined the exposure, a bright one wa desirable, since

it permitted the use of smaller f. stops and higher shutter

speeds.



Fig. 37. A cardinal on the window feeder.
The black background is objectionable.

It
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Fig. 8. The Speed Gr.ohi In potIon
befoie the wIndow feeder. Note tree limb.



Fig. 39. Tufted titmouse. Better pictures were made
at the feeder by the use of snags and controlled light.



STAllING FOR PICTURES

Stalking haa long been reoonIzed as a means of ob

taming pictures of wild birds nd mammals. Although

Uncertain and time consuming, it was found. to be a use-

ful method for use with big game, waterfowl, and other

larger species. Even with telephoto lenses, it was seldom

posib1e to approach small animals closely enough to ob-

tain quality pictures. With large species, most of the

photographs obtained, although useful and worthwhile,

seldom equaled the quality of the close-ups taken by re

mote control or from blinds. The large, sharp imsge on

the negative which 5.s necessary to show feather and. hair

detail was found difficult to obtain whenever wild thdivi-

duals or species were the quarry. talktng was a good

technique, however, to show species In theIr natural

habitats (FIg. !+O).

The methods of stalking game are so well known to

the hunter and to the biologist that it i not necessary

to repeat them in detail. It should be added, however,

that the quarry in rifle or binocular range is seldom

close enough for good. photographic results. en more

care and. a closer approach is needed with the camera.

Simmons (18, pp.74-76) sums up the problems of stalking

a in the 1$ rules whioh follow:



1. Take advantage Of the intorm;atn you havc
about the game being stalked.

2. Go up wInd to animals so they osnnot catoli your
c cent.

3. Up wind or down wind on bIrd-their sense of
smell does not count,

Lj f you must move whIle you are watching game, do
so in slow motion,

5. :etch the sticks and stories at every footstep
the moocastned foot of the Indian made little
sound.

b. woVe forward when gme is temporarily out of
sight or feeding with head down.

7. In the open where there Is no cover to hIde you,
use the Inaan's "beeline approachthis elim-

Inates side motion.

8. Go slow--it may 'cake hours to cover a hundred
yardsgme is always on the alert.

9. Freeze If the game is coming your weylet It do

the footwork for you.

10. Wear clothing that zvtche the surroundings.
Caution: red cape for safety during the hunting
ses.so n. If deer are color blind they wIl]. not
see color anyhow; hut eoe hunters are color
blind too, so witch your step.

11. AvoId we.rin anything white unless you are
stalking in snow--then go all white.

12. Crawl It necessary to keep your body from being
sflhouetted against the kybody eginet sky
movement i the eseteet of all to see.

13. Read the signs of goine around youtreeh tracks
and droppings tell you when you are close,

14. Going quIet also means using your eareth ey are
always good game detectors.

15. When the wind. Is favorable, work with the Sun

behind you.



any uncertainties were encountered in st..iking be-

sides the problem of getting close to the subect. The

photographer had little choice in selecting the photogra-

phic site and had to take iourej wherever the opportunity

was present. 4ghi.rxg conditone nd to he .ccepted as

they were. The combInation of poor light and location, oz

either one separately, oould spoil pictures after camera

rane W.s ataii1ed. For examolo, the photographer once

fl:ked within X.flge of a small herd of Roosevelt elk in

Olympic lational Park, Washington, to find photography

iinposdbie because of .ence undergrowth aid weak light.

Even when light and the situation were almost perfect,

p±cture were so t.mes 3o. working rapidly, it W an

easy matter to make an error ±n focus or exposure time or

to frighten th thject by an acci1entsl movelieflt or noIse.

Since the photographer lived In an area lacking in

abundant oortunitie s for thIs type of undertaking, the

sttlk&ng of larger bix'ds ana mammals during t?ii study

ws lImIted, but the techniques ued to advantige a re

poInted out below.

tamera for Ste lkg

After careful considsr:t.ion at the beginning of this

study, the Super D Grnfie (Fig. 'i), a new rsion of the
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camera popular with naturalists during the pact half cen-

tury, was deemed the most suitable camera for stalking. A

standard. riodel with an 190 mm. f. 5.6 Ektar lens was pur-

chased. This camera had the features which seemed neces-

sary for stalking: reflex focusing through the lens which

permitted the exact picture to be seen until the instant of

exposure, shutter speeds up to 1/1000 second, acceptance

at telephoto lenses, and weight enough to give a certain

amount of stability during hand-held photography with

telephoto lenses. Like the Speed Graphic described pre-

vtously, the Graflex offered the negative quality advar-

tages of i x 5 inch film, but could utilize roll film

adapters When economy of operation was necessary.

In addition, a 15 inch Wollensak telephoto lens was

purchased for use in stalking and in photography from

blinds. This lens gave about a 2x image magnification over

the normal lens and. about a 3x magnification over the lens

in the Speed Graphic. Because of shallow depth of field

and difficulties of holding the camera steady, a more

powerful telephoto would have been imprsctioal for the

hand-held photography usually required in stalking. Addi

tiOnal image magnification Was, of course, possible when

the negatives were enlarged.

The features of the Graflex described above proved to

be of advantage in stalking work, but the camera had draw-

backs that should be pointed out. The focal plane shutter
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and, the mirror arrangement which permitted reflex focusing

made so much noise in oieratjon that it frequently startled

game to the extent that second exposures were often impos-

sible. Besides the noise, the plopping up of the mirror

jarred the camera considerably, and it ts found impracti-

cal in heM-held work to make ecposures at speeds .siower

than 1/200 second if sharp negatives capable of great en-

largement were desired. The bulkiness of the camera made

it awkward to carry in rshes, through thick undergrowth,

and. over rough terrain as well as difficult to hold steadi-

ly in a strong wind. Because of the deep light shield

surrounding the ground glass, the camera W5 found diffi-

cult to focus quickly and accurately with the telephoto

lens at medium and small t, stops. No trouble Was encount-

ered in this regard with the nornai lens, because the

automatic diaphrart mechanism permitted focusing with the

lens wide open and closed. it to the predetermined t. stop

at the instant of exosure, When the telephoto lens was

fooueed wide Open, time required to stop it down

manually.

Even with these drawbacks, the Gri...flex was used on

many occasions with success, It would not be the choice,

however, in the next purchase of a camera for stalking

PrPOes. iiJIth the appearance of Panatomic X and other

improved roll film emulsions on the merket in recent

months, the present choice would be a single-lens reflex



Fig. O. Mule deer in a nountain meadow. Stalking ie
a good way of depicting anlmale in their natural habitat.



Fig. 41. The Super D Graflex with viewing
hood opened and. the 15 inch telephoto lens.

Fig. 42. Mule deer. The stalking of big
game required less effort on protected areas.



CLmera whIch 120 1,e fi such. a the ta 66

naIler in size and with &uproved mechanisnt, th1 camera

would embody the advantae of the fjX without possea

tng many of it hndtcapc oortunity of testthg

the Exkta 66 in the fi1d. har been vIiable, but fter

øarerul emthation, its Rret po;rihtlities in ctalking

as well e in blind photography seem app.rent1 Instead of

a 15 inch lens, a 10 inch tele2hoto would h used for

atalktng. TIIS te would gIve increed depth of fte1

and better balance for dhe1 york with the snaller

camera.

The !uper D 0-raflex, however, wa found to be a

superior cmer for taking flight picturem of ?args birds.

fleide the rtfiex, the peed Graphic and Roleiflex

were ocecacIonl1y 'ise. for stai1ing The coupled -.nge

f:idsr of th peed Graphic ri.e t for fs t work,

but the norin1 1er. did not give a lrirge cnough image un

iecs close approach poeih?e. The 1olIeiflex ir a

rall trnlers reflex onera -hich ha proved so ueful

in al1pu.rpoe i1d1iTh photography that it will be dee

cribed In detail on succeeding p&ges.

oes for $ta1kir

Gnem11y speak1ng e good knocledRe of the hbite of

a given specie s prerecj1 ite to succe rsfu3. atalking.

Detailed inortIon bryut the home rans of an Individual
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was alsO valuable. If it were known where certain species

or individuals fed, loafed, watered, and where their traile

were located, the problems of stalking wore greatly re-

duced. And if the species could be caught while precocu..

pied with normal daily activities, a close approach was

made more easily. In stalking bears along Alaskan streams

during salmon spawning runs, Holzworth (11, p.369) demon-

strates the importance of seeking game where it is most

likely to be found and where it is busy with daily activi-

ties.

NATIONAL PARXS AND REFUGES. When time WaS limited for

photography, it W&5 found desirable to take advantage of

situations that existed in protected areas. Wildlife that

is not molested or hunted loses much of its fear of man,

which greatly simplifies the stalking process. Even so,

it was quickly discovered that good. close-ups usually re-

quired. considerable patience and leg work. Mule deer have

led the writer on exhausting chases in national parks of

the West (Fig. L2), but the stalks were easier than they

would have been in non-protected areas. On the other

hand, a black bear was photographed with its cub (Fig. 143)

simply by stopping the oar and jumping out with a camera.

The êaiet stalking in the course of this study was

experienced along the Anhinga Trail in the Everglades

National Park in Florida. This trail is a narrow wooden

platform that extends for about a hundred yards over a
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temi..tropioaI pond and marsh. Many species of birds use

the area and have become accustomed to throngs of tourists.

It was an easy matter to ease along the trail with the

Graflex fitted With a 15 Inch telephoto and take pictures

of American coota (Fig. L5), pur2le galinules, and other

W&ter birds.

Pictures on irst pproaeh

In photographing birds it was found that on many

occasions the hens would stick closely to their nests when

approached on the first visit of the day. By walking

slowly and quietly with oamer. reedy, it was often possible

to approach within L to 6 feet of nests and take pictures

before the birds flushed. This technique Was used on the

ruffed grouse, mourning dove, wood duck, and many song

birds, On succeeding visits during the day, the birds were

generally wilder and stalks were seldom worthwhile. The

first approach method was used with repeated success at a

wood duck's nest and a series of pictures were obtained of

the hen flying from the entrance of the box (Fig. M).

,Thckiighting Game

The use of jacklighte has long been known as a ue

ceseful and. easy method of killing deer and other big game.

Although outlawed today, it is still In use by illegal

hunters. Shiras (17, Vol. 1, pp.3O-6) applied the
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Fig. Li.3. This black bear and. her cub posed
beside the road in Yosemite National Park.

Fig. 144 A picture made during the first
visit of the day at a wood duck's nest.



Fig. 14.5. Coot, The Everglades National Park gave Un-
excelled opportunity for stalking pictures of water birds.



principle of jacklighting to wildlife photography in the

esrly part of this oentury and. ably demonstrated. its great

possibilities. Using early type cameras and. flaslipowder,

he cruised the shores of lakes at night in a boat. When-

ever the reflection of eyes were spatted, he moved. slowly

and quietly, blinding the quarry wIth his light, untIl

within camera range when the picture was taken. When the

antiquity of hi. equipment is considered., Shtras photo-

graphs, great as they are, seem even more outstanding.

With the quick focusing Speed Graphic, powerful flashbulbs,

and the ft films of today, jacklighting presents a

modern challenge to the wildlife photographer.

U3E OF AUTOhOI3ILE. The writer ha not had the OppOI'

tunity to use jaoklights from a boat, but has had. limited.

experience in using ther from an automobile. Driving along

lonely roads at night in deer country, he was able to get

close enough for photography on mny occasions. When

alone, however, the quarry would usually run away when the

car Was stopped before the camera could be raised and

focused.

Numerous unsuccessful attempts indicated the advisi-

bill ty of having a co-worker drIve the car and shine the

game. In this way, the photogr her was resdy to take a

picture the instant the car stopped. (Fig. k6). At times,

it wcs difficult to slip the large Speed Graphic and

flashn through the care S window without making a noise
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that fr htened the ub3ect. Fr tht t.ncio1nt, a con

vrt1ble would make ai 1de.l vehicle for thi rticular

type of car'era .rork

Hunter Activities

By crrytng i ernera &long on hunting trips, the pho

tographer was able to eeoure a number of ucceseful plo

ture9 of mammals after they had been treed by d3gE. This

type of photograhy called for imich leg work and fart

action with the camera, Because of it lihtne and cpeed

of operation, th to1letfIex (to be d.eoribed later) was

ujed .n the daytime. The phtc ws iolected for

night work booau 01' it. adaptability to flath photography.

The ptCtUr! of the ry fox (Fig. 47) and the raccoon

(lrig. J8) re ean'ple of reu1t obtained.

Flisçht Thotograp

The hotorhy of h1rd. In f1.ght i' cced under

talkinp ince nt. of there ictUre3 re o'3t.t11ed by

thie nethoct. thc:e mterTh.,1. hecorie ry ft;r being shot

at regul9rly from a certain pot hunteret blinde were used

only Occa!iOflally. The writer' t ortahi.e photographic

blinds were buIlt rtth a top in them and were not cut table

for flight )hotogrhy.

Before attenpt1ng to t:e flight oloturec, the area

W:o generally obtmrved with btnoeulr to deteruIne the



Fig. 24.6. A white.-tailed deer jacklighted
and photographed from an automobile.

Fig. k7. When hunters' dogs treed this gray
fox, there was opportunity to shoot pictures.



normal flight patterns of the birds present. The ducks

and geese at Lake Mattaxauskeet, North Carolina, for ex

ample, had. more or less definite flyways between feeding

and loafing areas. After locating these and then taking

advantage of available cover, pictures were taken as the

birds passed overhead. At other times, the photographer

sneaked up on flocks of birds feeding or resting along

shores. ith camera preset, he stood up when close enough

and shot pictures as the birds flushed. In the confusion,

stray birds often circled baok overhead, offering addi-

tional opportunity.

The Graflex was found to be superior for flight pho-

tography, Through the lens viewing permitted follow-

focusing of the birds as they passed overhead; fast shutter

speeds stopped action; and, the large negative permitted a

margin of error in framing and. had sufficient area to in-

clude entire flock formations at reasonably close range.

when flights wore approaching head-on, the Graflox Was

frequently kept set at a predetermined distance. The

birds were watched in the ground glass, and when they flew

Into the zone of focus, the exposure Was made.

In flight photography, it was found desirable to use

the fastest shutter speed that the amount of light would

permit. A shutter speed of 1/1000 second ws always used

it possible to insure sharp pictures (Fig. 49), but good

pictures were occasionally made with speeds as low as
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1/200 second. With slower apeed, better results were ob-

tained of birds flying toward or sway from the camera or,

if the camera was moved with the birds in their direction

of flight. 1hen sufficient light was available, a, K 2

filter Was used to impart good sky tones and cloud effects

on the negative, Use of the filter required the opening

up of the lens one t, stop. The direction of the light

appeared to be unimportant, for shooting against the sun

often resulted in effective silhouettes (Fig. 50),

Released Captives

Occasionally, 5J1 opportunity was presented to photo-

graph captive birds and mammals on their release, and men-

tion should be made ths.t this offered a timesaving way of

obtaining usuable 4otures. Soie of the subjects were

chased and caught in the field such as the young cotton-

tail rabbit pictured on page 5. Surprised while feeding

in a vegetable garden, it sought to hide instead of run-

ning away and. Was essily captured.. A suitable place for

photography was picked out beside a stump. The speed.

Graphic with flash was placed on a tn od. and focused on

the spot where the rabbit would be put upon release. When

everything was reedy, the rabbit w5 placed before the cam-

era with one hand while the other had held the shutter

release. The rabbit was held gently for a few moments

while it quieted down. Then, the inatant the hafld Was



Fig. k8. Raccoon treed by dogs. The Speed
Graphic was wellsuited to flash photography.

Fig. 249, Canada geese. The Super D Graflex
Wa outstanding for flight pictures.
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Fig. 50. Cariad.a geese on the rise. Shooting against
the sun often resulted n effective silhouettes.
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withdrawn, a picture was msde, and the startled cottontail

fled in haste, making as econd. exposure impossible.

On another occasion, the writer and a co-worker were

searching for active muskrat houses on Pea Island Aational

Wilcfljf Refuge, North Carolina, when several adult musk-

rats were sighted sdmming about in one of the large

fresh-water ponds located there. These animals were about

50 yards offshore and several hundred yards from the dis-

tant ahore Since the water was only about one toot deep,

we decided to try to catch one for the camera. The musk-

rats swam away from Us at first; but the chase was intensi-

fied, and they dived beneath the surface. After swimming

for a short distance under water, the muskrats invariably

tried to hide among the sparce aquatic vegetation on the

bottom and would soon freeze to one spot. In the clear

Water, it was a simple matter to walk over and snatch them

up by their tails. Care waS necessary to prevent the rats

from climbing up their tails and biting their captors.

Several muskrats were caught in thi manner and carried to

shore for pictures on releaqe. When the camera VaS ready,

the co-worker would relesse a muskrat in a suitable place.

The animals were slow in getting started nd pictures wore

not too difficult to take. In fact, it was found that

when the rats were placed on the ground with the co-worker

holdl.ng the tis of their tails, they would usually pull

forward instead of' turning. If they were held in place,
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they ueually gave up and .t on their hanche. Jhen their

tails; 7ere re1e8ed, it wa few rorents before they rea

lized they were free to run away.

a ny ftr.h and game gencie livetrap game for re

le.e in other areas and for bending or arkng urpoe9.

en the anim1 are re1e.eed, they offer good photogra-

phic opportunities. Same .ndividuF.e gt EWay O rt that

pictre re next to iupoethle to obtain hile other

individuals are confused by the strange experieiice and

leave lowly enough for picture tkin ('1g. 6) At best,

it found that this type of photography called. for fast

Camera !d quick taiking 1.f cevezal exposures rere

to be made. The iat operating oli.eiflex eere to be

tne ideal oamera




